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ABSTRACT 
After a short analysis of the available experimental data on pure 

fast wave electron current drive we propose a theoretical scaling law for 
the wave absorption through combined electron Landau damping and transit 
time magnetic pumping. We then present the result of a fully relativls-
tic calculation which we apply to a bi-Maxwellian electron distribution 
function and conclude en the requirements to be fulfilled by the 
energetic tail for obtaining significant damping in TORE-SUPRA. 

INTRODUCTION 
Because of the limitations of Lower Hybrid Current D"ive (LHCD) for 

the reactor regime Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD) has been the subject of 
both experimental and theoretical consideration. As far as wave propa
gation is concerned the fast wave has the ability of penetrating to the 
plasma centre at high temperatures and densities. 

The current drive efficiency of waves in terms of current per unit 
absorbed power is now well assessed both from Fisch-Karney theory and 
from the large experimental LHCD database. It is rather the absorption 
efficiency of the electrons which becomes the important parameter in 
evaluating the merit of a FWCD scheme. 

In this paper we shall first present a short analysis of present 
FWCD experiments and define an absorption figure of merit for the direct 
electron damping of the fast wave which includes the combined effect of 
electron Landau damping (ELD) and transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP). 
Then we shall consider the effect of a non-thermal electron distribution 
function in producing an enhancement of the damping. In particular, we 
shall examine the range of parameters that would be required in a tokamak 
such as TORF-SUPRA for obtaining a significant tail absorption. 

SHORT ANALYSIS OF PRESENT F.W.C.D. EXPERIMENTS 
Up to now only a few experiments hay» been reported or attempted on 

ACT-I at 18 M H z 1 ) , JIPP T-IIU at 40 MHz2'and 800 MHz 3 ), JFT-2M at 
200 MHz \ PLT at 800 MHz and provide a quite limited database. 
They can be classified in two sets: 

i) Experiments in the lower hybrid frequency range encounter the 
difficulty that the fast wave is launched in a very narrow nf/ window 
between accessibility and cutoff. Coupling of the fast wave is therefore 
difficult and the slow branch can be easily excited either at the antenna 
or by mode conversion after a small toroidal n^/ shift. The slow wave is 
very efficiently absorbed and the current drive effect could be dominated 
by the slow wave. This might explain why these experiments seem to face 



the same limitations as the usual LHCD experiments. 
ii)pÇonversely, experiments using the High Frequency Alfvén Wave 

(HFAW) ' i.e. where u pj»ur are free of slow waves and have succeeded 
in generating current at densities far exceeding the LHCD density limit 
scaling. However, they were still performed at very low densities and 
temperature? -so that the waves were damped on highly energetic electron 
tails through pure Landau damping rather than TTMP which would be signi
ficant or even dominant in reactor plasmas. 

The main differences between these two frequency regimes are illus
trated on Figures 1 and 2 where we have plotted vs. density the parallel 
wavenumber for cutoff and accessibility in a deuterium plasma with 
Bj. = 3.1» T. at frequencies of 800 MHz (i) and 50 MHz (ii) respectively. 
Also shown on Figures 3 and U are dispersion curves (kc/w vs. density) 
typical of the JIPP T-IIU experiments at 800 MHz 3' (i) and 10 MHz 2' (ii). 

ABSORPTION FIGURE OF MERIT FOR FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE 
We define an absorption figure of merit for FWCD as the ratio of the 

maximum power damping decrement (2Y™j^) to the angular frequency, in a 
thermal plasma: 

o;1 - JWjg/u, • (l) 

This figure can thus be directly compared with a cavity quality factor 
and must be larger than some value determined by other absorption 
mechanisms if a substantial part of the power is to be absorbed by the 
electrons. Among various competitive mechanisms are the absorption of 
the walls of the tokamak chamber but principally the damping on neutral 
beam injected fast ions and the damping on fusion products. 

In order to estimate the damping rate of the HFAW through the 
combined action of ELD and TTMP a careful calculation of the electric and 
magnetic fields which drive the fast wave has been done. An important 
dimensionless parameter a appears which is a measure of the relative 
importance of the TTMP acceleration over the total parallel force on a 
thermal electron. It is defined as 

a ' !?- ' mc^ ( 2 ) 

and is smaller than one when Landau damping dominates over TTMP. Other 
independent dimensionless parameters are u/nc^ and x g - «/ /2 k,/ v t e 

which contain respectively the equilibrium magnetic field and tne 
parallel phase velocity of the wave. Our absorption figure of merit can 
be expressed in terms of these 3 quantities and reads: 

?-^2- - 5 x 10' U x e exp(-x
2) £_ { a . 1, ( 3 ) 

tf CI 
It is to be noted that when a>> 1 I.e. when TTT'IP dominates the damping is 
proportional to 3 e through the product of a and ur/fl2,. 

For the purpose of shewing how vé.rious experiments scale according 
to this figure of merit we have plotted Q~ versus a on Figure 5 for 
different values of a*/'a , . From this plot we conclude that there is 



indeed a large gap between present experiments based upoo,ELD (a<<1) and 
the reactor regime where TTMP will become dominant and Q e S 10~ z 

ABSORPTION OF THE FAST WAVE ON A NON-THERMAL ELECTRON COMPONENT 
A conceptual scenario for enhancing the absorption could be to apply 

the fast wave on a plasma in which a significant fraction of the elec
trons is non-thermal. Such an energetic compcnent could for instance be 
pre-formed by Doppler shifted ECRH. This would have the advantage of 
directly giving perpendicular energy to the electrons thus increasing the 
UV//B force due to the fast waves. 

To investigate the effect of a non-thermal electron component we 
have performed a fully relativistic calculation of the damping of fast 
waves starting from the linearized relativistic drift equation^: 

w- - - e E// " TVQ V |B| . <«•> 
The calculation has been appliea to a bi-Maxwellian equilibrium distri
bution function and, as an example, we consider a frequency of 120 MHz 
which will be available in TCRE-SUPRA, n e - 6x10

1 9 m"', T » 5 keV, and a 
reduced magnetic field of 2.25 T, so that w/flCJ - 3-5. Plotted on 
Figure 6 is the absorption length L a b s - v A / 2 ^ a b s (v^ is the Alfvén 
speed) vs. E r e s/T efor various temperatures of the electron tail ( E r o s is 
the resonant energy of the electrons). It can be observed that at nigh 
resonant energies, where the current drive efficiency is the largest, 
L a b s can be of the order of 1 m or less only if the hot component tempe
rature is larger than 400 keV when we have assumed that it contains 1$ jf 
the bulk electrons. 

CONCLUSION 
Our theoretical study of the propagation and electron absorption of 

the fast wave as well as a discussion of the present FWCD experiments 
show a number of conditions to be fulfilled if one is to consider such a 
current drive scheme in a large tokamak. The most favourable frequencies 
seem to lie far below the lower hybrid frequency so as to push the LH 
layer behind the antenna and to launch the high frequency Alfvén wave. 

To reduce the cutoff layer àt the antenna, coupling of the wave at 
low r\// could be attempted. Then only a very energetic non-thermal 
electron component (local 8 P ,.aji22.5?>) would be able to damp the wave 
although large toroidal n//~ûpsmfts may result in bulk absorption, a 
mechanism which is invoked in LHCD experiments. Whether or not such 
tails can be created by independent means remains to be demonstrated by 
Fokker-Planck calculations and also by FWCD/ECRH synergistic experiments 
such as planned in JFT-2M for example. Finally the problem of minimizing 
the ion damping requires further investigation. 
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